Consumables

NDT Systems manufactures standard and customized transducers,
probes, cables and test blocks for non-destructive testing, compatible
with almost any instrument on the market, not just their own. NDT
Systems also has the capability to manufacture custom transducers on
request.

DAC International is now
offering another service
for our dealers: Laser Wire
Marking. We provide you
with wire and cable that
are marked, cut to length,
and labeled to ensure easy
processing once it arrives at your location. With our competitive
pricing and turn times we are confident we can help reduce time
and expense for your avionics install.

DAC International Inc., a subsidiary of Aero Precision Holdings LP, is a worldwide distributor of avionics, test
equipment, data converters and aviation supplies for general, corporate, military, regional and commercial
aircraft. DAC International has an FAA approved manufacturing and development facility, holding several
Supplemental Type Certificates, Parts Manufacturer Approvals and Technical Standard Orders. Products are
compliant with DO-160, MIL-STD-810C and MIL-STD-461F. Manufactured goods containing software meet the
objectives of DO-178B, Levels A, B, C, D or E. For more information, go to www.dacint.com.
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Avionics

Avidyne designs and manufactures a range of
innovative
avionics,
from
their
new
FMS/GPS/NAV/COM IFD series and IFD series
with radar and ADS-B Traffic Series to their
legacy products, the TAS Traffic Series, and the
EX600 Multifunction Displays.

Genesys Aerosystems’ innovative helicopter autopilots provide fullauthority stability augmentation and autopilot functionality in a digital
package weighing less than 15 lbs. Certified for the AS350 Series, Bell
206 Series, Bell 407, EC130T2, EC130B4, R44, and R66 helicopters.

Cabin & Communications

The CMA 6800 by Esterline is the LCD
solution to replace aging CRT displays. This
unit is a plug and play, form-fit-function
replacement for the Honeywell ED-800
with lower weight and power consumption. Additional I/O and
processor growth available for future mandates. Certified to TSOC113A.

Avionik
Straubing’s
LPV/VNAV
Converter
enables
LPV/
VNAV
approaches for SPZ5000- (Cessna 525)
and Thales EFIS systems (EC135/ EC145)
combined with an SBAS capable FMS/
GPS with ARINC429 interface.

SKYTRAC INSIGHT offers Flight Data
Monitoring, Business Analysis and
Enterprise Integration for better
business decisions, improved efficiency and increased safety.
SKYTRAC INFLIGHT tracks altitude, attitude, speed, fuel consumption
and more, directly communicating when an aircraft deviates from safe
or expected operating parameters.
SKYTRAC ONBOARD combines robust and reliable data acquisition
solutions with STC project management, 3rd party hardware integration
services and more.

Technisonic is a world leader
in the development of aviation
communications
products.
Their line includes P25
multiband transceivers, airborne AM/FM
transceivers and audio controls, and ground
based FM transceivers.

From in-flight Internet to email, voice and cockpit data, Gogo Business
Aviation has a complete suite of solutions – for virtually any business
aircraft, flying anywhere on Earth. Gogo offers whatever you need to
ensure that everyone can stay in touch in flight; everything from singular,
standalone systems to integrated, multi-network solutions.

Heads Up Technologies has been providing the most advanced cockpit,
cabin, and aviation electrical solutions since 1985, from their Voice
Checklist and Passenger Briefing Systems to their XM WX Satellite
Weather Systems.

Test & Ground Support
Thomas Global’s new TFD-8601 EFIS
Display is a replacement for the aging EFD86 CRT display. The TFD-8601 is a true
form-fit-function drop-in replacement
with no changes to cockpit panels or wiring, and no pilot retraining
required. The advanced display architecture provides a growth path for
additional functionality and requirements in the future. Certification to
TSO-C113A.

Northrop Grumman Litef remains a leader in inertial reference and
navigation systems through intensive research and development. Their
sensor technology ranges from classical mechanical gyros and
accelerometers to fiber optic gyros and micro-mechanical gyros and
accelerometers. NG Litef has delivered more than 12,000 AHRS units for
use in commercial and military helicopters, business jets, and passenger
aircraft.

For over 49 years Mid-Continent Instruments and
Avionics has been an industry leader in the
overhaul/exchange,
repair,
design
and
manufacturing of aircraft instruments and
avionics. Mid-Continent’s line of manufactured
products includes airspeed and attitude
indicators, Standby Attitude Modules (SAM),
altimeters, and, from True Blue Power, emergency
batteries and USB charging ports.

DAC International is an FAA approved
manufacturing and development facility, holding
several STC’s, PMA’s and TSO’s. DAC International
offers a variety of converters, including the GDC31
Roll Steering Converter as well as the GDC64
Tablet Aircraft Interface Unit.

The GDC75 and GDC75A are the low-cost, lowweight ARINC 429 data bus reader and analyzer
from DAC International. Built to be used in
conjunction with a lightning connected iPad or
iPhone, these boxes allow you to display and
analyze 429 data.

DMA-Aero manufactures high
quality RVSM Air Data Test Sets.
Among their most popular are the
MPS-43, a lightweight and ultra-compact twin channel ADTS, the
MPS-49, a 3 channel ADTS capable of testing with AOA and Smart probes,
and the MPS-46, a high-accuracy rack-mounted ADTS.

NDT Systems specializes in high quality
ultrasonic testing equpiment for nondestructive testing. Their products range from
flaw detectors such as the Raptor, to bond
testers, thickness gauges, and automatic or
manual scanners.

Teledyne’s Portable Maintenance
Access Terminal 2000 (PMAT 2000®)
System is a rugged flightline
maintenance support tool that loads
software parts into avionics systems,
provides configuration control for all
software parts in an airline’s fleet,
provides access to onboard maintenance systems, and collects and
returns data from the aircraft to the operator.

Coming Soon…

RDDS brings you the latest and greatest in the realm of video dispays,
and, coming soon, will be available through DAC International.

LoPresti Aviation furnishes state of the art landing and taxi light
systems, “BoomBeam HID” for Jet, Turboprop, and Piston aircraft, as
well as helicopters.

Avionics Specialist, Inc. works in cooperation with Collins and Bendix
King to manufacture an extensive line of specialized Aviation Electronics
Test Equipment.

ITVS is a leading supplier of visual inspection products and solutions
including videoscopes, surveillance equipment, and endoscopic
cameras.

